Summer Visitors from Deutschland

This summer, Kalamazoo College students gained the benefits and pleasure of having foreign visitors to meet, to learn from, and to make interesting and informative to learn from. These foreign students perceive the American ideals of education and the American lifestyle (though “K” is admittedly a sort of artificial atmosphere), but it is also helpful for the language students to converse with foreign students.

This summer’s students are here on the following programs: Language Study at the Teacher’s Training College in Hanover, Germany; Eugenio Vigo at Kalamazoo College; Love Einzke, Sylvia Winter, Ingrid Karch, Burkhard Heere, and Annette Grein at Deutsche Sprachschule, Munich; and English nine months or more in Germany, and it is obvious that the students’ perception of their English than the average student here speaks German.

When asked about the differences in the systems of education in life because of its communal atmosphere. In spite of the bid trip from Germany to here (the flight on Lufthansa was delayed a total time of twenty-four hours), their impressions of the United States are positive. American students appear to be more open than the German students, although on the whole, the American environment is more diverse. The students from Germany seems ridiculous that this writer is more familiar with Germany and claims that to express what L. R. E. in the Bundsch, Berlin, Assentz, and d d Ingrid can say themselves far more eloquently.

Kalamazoo, Mich. — It has been less than two years since Dave Brubeck’s sons asked him if he’d like to play some with their group, just to see what might happen. They played some of his music, and he enjoyed it so much that he decided that a new kind of act was on the horizon: an act that has put Dave Brubeck back on the college campus circuit. An act that took the Brubeck family on a European concert tour last winter, that left them clamoring for more on both sides of the Alps.

All faccs of the performance exemplify a kind of musical togetherness that only a family can achieve. Papa Dave leaves the stage for a while during the performance and the boys bring on friends to fill the seven-piece group they call the Darius Brubeck Ensemble. Dave’s roots are obvious; and they’ve learned from the music of his sons. But the Darius Brubeck En-

Original music moves back to Federal College for this summer’s audiences in the region. It is music as it was, and music as it might be. But most importantly, the music is performed in the Brubecks’ hometown.

Reissued in 1933, Zero was quickly banned in France. It is unclear whether this was politically motivated or a result of pressure from the Church, which took offense at the inclusion of a clergymen among the numerous authority figures in the film. What is known, however, is that the initial critical appraisal was confused to a political interpretation, labeling the film an anarchist. Vigo’s political stance is enduringly critical of the French political system. P. G. Salles Gomes, gives the following information: “It is one of the keys to the words from the articles on Zero de Conduite published in 1933, the results are as follows: hatred, violent, destructive, oppressive, bitter, repressed, courage, nervous, bash, despair, anguish, rudeness, bad, passionate, desire, violence, and lust. They have been observed, troubled, righteous, ecstatic, scatological, excessive, political world, exaggerated, insulting, pitiful, relentless, sad, unceasing, provocative, exterminating, cruel, perverse.”

Shots from La Jetee

No Cigars Yet

by Tom Flynn

What were those emotions a couple Tuesdays back for Tom Flynn and the other two Towneview candidates under the “Choose Two”?' Attempted Democracy’, as we did in the last election, John Webbo on. (Choose One Vote Write In). Whatever your view. 232 students voted, we can report are: Tom Flynn, 84; Jerry Sherry, 96; Hamon Cranser, Nancy Bradvawh, (Debate) 68; Jeanette Towneview- Tricia Jones (Write In). All the candidates withdrew their write-in. Tom Flynn won for 1st Spring election included: Lester Parker, President; Tom Flynn, Vice President; Tom Magill, Campus Life; Lon Warsawsky and Kathy West—Educational Policies. The Commission handed itself up a couple Wednesdays back by electing these students to fill the empty positions for: Jackie Huu — Secretary; Fred Bumfer—Treasurer; Mike Sal discuss—Edu. Policies; Molly Snel—Campus Life; Kevin McCarthy—Political Action. Both Tom Flynn and the two tab Policies chairs are being contested. (Election which, as of now, is of interestmg.

At the first meeting Tom Magill, who will be remembered for his (is it of no consequence) efforts, started up “Off Campus Rag” by proposing the formation of a committee to re- search and write another Off Campus Housing Proposal. I pointed out that the $50 an issue of the Campus Community Life Committee, to implement alternative housing. The Commission covered the proposal, appointing Tom Flynn, Jackie Huu and Kevin McCarthy to the committee headed by Magill.汤姆飞云

The Commission decided to turn down the electric proposal in hope of gaining $100,000 this quarter. It was decided that any money re-